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Greentrials songs are epics in miniature—
music salvaged from the scrap heap of the past by
Brook R. Long’s sense for melodies that haunt you to
your grave, his perverse genius for aggrandized
arrangements, and the dreamlike narratives of his
lyrics.

Genres are not bent but woven, and Green-
trials blends styles with a soft touch and a twisted
sensibility—the songs are eerily strange yet achingly
familiar. The figural music of rock’s history is
transubstantiated into long-lost anthems using every
hook in the book. And the production ethic—“bigger
is smaller”—weds overblown symphonic embellish-
ments, bedroom tinkering, and a solid bassline to
get the kids on their feet.

Where Eaglets Dare elevates the four-track
wizardry of Green Trials This Summer to a sweeping,
orchestral assurance. Made with an ad hoc assort-
ment of home recording gear, it swings effortlessly
from the organic grandeur of Björk to the radio pas-
tiche of Joni Mitchell—with the taut songwriting to
back the production bombast.

– “Get Together” (2) mixes a dentist’s-office
hook with a crooning ballad and whips the con-
coction into a frenzy—only to dissipate like a
vampire Burt Bacharach at sunrise.

– In “Sweet Intentions” (9) a death metal squall
gives way to a bouncy, bubonically catchy electronic
pop song buried in murky vocals, ghostly synth washes,
and the demented strains of a carnival calliope.

– “Tin Gloves” (1) finds the Mighty Diamonds
trading whiskeys with Radiohead at the bar when who
should wander by but Ennio Morricone. He regales
them with the story of a boxer’s victory over robots.

– And “Some Battleground” (4) is a call-and-
response shout-out to the waving lighters in the arena

at the end of the world.
It’s a dream radio picking up an otherworldly

top-forty, celebrating the histrionic lives we might like
to live. Songs about the apocalypse, witches, treasures
lost at sea, teenage madness and lovers torn apart by
a telephone in hock. Catchy tunes about ancient evils.

For ingenuity in songwriting and production
we’ll back Greentrials against all comers. But don’t
believe our hype—get the Where Eaglets Dare cage
match in your living room today.
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Where Eaglets Dare
November 2002
CD-LP, 10 songs, 33 minutes
gwp001
SRP $15.00

1. Tin Gloves
2. Get Together
3. The Coven
4. Some Battleground
5. Dull Knife
6. Pagan Cities
7. Descent
8. Heartlight
9. Sweet Intentions
10. Rented Clothes

“Easy-going pop gems with some twisted manipulations. Check it out.”
—Aaron Icarus,

Buddyhead Reviews

“A delicious sweet of hummable ghost tales.”
—Ann Sterzinger,
The Chicago Reader

Green Trials This Summer
July 1999
CD-R, 11 songs, 35 minutes
(limited edition from
Dronedisco)

1. Let the Girls Have Fun
2. You’re So Low
3. Below the Map
4. Our Siege (The Mayor’s House)
5. You Nite!
6. Risk-Takers
7. Track
8. Proverbial Bargain
9. Oh Judy
10. Dodging Bullets
11. Nadine (Won’t Be Your No. 1)

Psychedelic Brill-Building arena folk art-rock. A sentimentalitarian opus
recorded on a four-track and a prayer.


